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Limitations on the stabilization of resistive tearing modes
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A study of the passive stabilization of resistive magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! tearing modes is
presented in the context of zerob full-MHD equations with the NIMROD@A. H. Glasseret al.,
Plasma Phys. Controlled Fusion41, A747 ~1999!# code. The stabilization effect of the current is
modeled by a source term in the Ohm’s law. This source term is evaluated based on a diffusive
model with anisotropic diffusivities parallel and perpendicular to the perturbed magnetic field lines
and driven by a spatially localized source. The effects of spatial localization of the current source are
explored that illustrate stabilization down to a combination of source current channel width and
parallel and perpendicular diffusion scale lengths. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1391447#

I. INTRODUCTION

The performance gains of the last several years in toka-
mak fusion plasmas has generated a resurgence in the obser-
vation of low helicity magnetic oscillations.1,2 Often, the on-
set of such oscillations either cause a violent plasma
disruption3,4 or significantly degrade the plasma
confinement.1 Experimental observations indicate that these
instabilities are associated with magnetic reconnection—an
interpretation based on the observation of the slow growth of
these instabilities, mode numbers which are resonant in the
plasma, and the presence of flat spots in the electron tem-
perature profile about these resonant surfaces.1,2 Often these
observations are interpreted based on a combination of stan-
dard resistive magnetohydrodynamics~MHD! ~D8 tearing
modes! and/or destabilization from the perturbed bootstrap
current~neoclassical tearing modes or NTM!.5–7

Theoretical interpretations have projected that these
modes will be problematic for fusion reactor concepts in
general that have significant bootstrap currents in regions of
nonreversed magnetic shear.8,9 Subsequently, various authors
have proposed that phased and passive current drive in the
presence of rotation could be applied to stabilize the offend-
ing tearing modes10–18and recent experimental work demon-
strates that passive stabilization is feasible.19 The approach in
these theoretical analyses is to add an auxiliary current
source to the Ohm’s law and then following a standard Ru-
therford analysis20 to develop an evolution equation for the
island width. The typical evolution equation for the island
width W is expressed as

m0

h

dW

dt
5D81D rf81Dnc8 1 ¯ , ~1!

whereD8 is the contribution from resistive MHD,Dnc8 is a
neoclassical contribution5,21 andD rf8 is the contribution from
the rf induced currents,11,22 and additional effects may
exist.8,21 The radial, poloidal, and toroidal profile of this cur-
rent source is then tailored to provide a current, and also then

a perturbed magnetic field, to cancel the magnetic perturba-
tion of the instability, which in terms of the island evolution
equation makesD rf8 sufficiently large and negative to over-
come the other contributions in the island evolution equation.
The D rf8 has previously been shown to be significantly
reduced11,12 when the island width becomes smaller than the
width of the current being deposited, so that the minimum
island width for stabilization is expected to be limited by this
value.

Complete stabilization of the NTM has been predicted
provided that the current channel can be made smaller than
the nonlinear threshold for instability associated with the
neoclassical tearing mode. The most restrictive threshold
mechanism for the neoclassical tearing mode is caused by
insufficient flattening of the pressure gradient in the vicinity
of the island due to finite parallel transport effects. The typi-
cal scale lengthWd at which this effect is important can be
estimated based on balancing transit times across the island
half width for cross-field diffusion,t'5(Wd/2)2/x' , with
parallel-diffusion,t i51/ki

2x i , whereki is the parallel wave
number.23 The diffusion of an rf induced current about an
island is expected to be limited in much the same way the
neoclassical tearing mode has a threshold from anisotropic
thermal diffusion. The focus of this paper will be directed at
investigating through numerical simulations the extent to
which the current channel associated with the rf and the an-
isotropic current diffusion play a role in limiting the extent of
the stabilized island width. Extensive simulation work that
gave preliminary consideration to theWd effect associated
with the stabilization of the neoclassical tearing mode have
been made.22 The principal limitation of that work was that
they did not access island widths smaller than that set by the
neoclassical tearing mode threshold and appear to be in a
mode that is limited by the magnitude of the current and not
the current channel width. Though the effect does appear to
be present in some of the simulation results.~See Fig. 7 of
Ref. 22.! The effect can be better isolated by investigation of
a resistive tearing mode, e.g.,Dnc8 50 andD8.0, that in thea!Electronic mail: gianakon@lanl.gov
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context of MHD will be robustly unstable even at vanish-
ingly small island width.

The implementation of such an auxiliary current drive is
a deceptively simple addition to the Ohm’s law, but in prin-
cipal is a challenge to calculate. Nominally, a full time-
dependent kinetic expression in three dimensional geometry
should be solved, but such calculations are prohibitively ex-
pensive. Alternatively, the problem can be decomposed into
one of two simpler problems either~1! by handling island
geometry/MHD aspects with island evolution equations and
focusing computational resources on the dynamics of the rf
with a kinetic simulation as detailed in Ref. 12 or, as detailed
in this paper,~2! by simplifying the rf dynamics with a low
order moment of the kinetic equation and focusing computa-
tional resources on solving MHD equations. The limitation
of the first approach is that the small island width dynamics
can only be implemented based on a preassumption of the
expected behavior. This paper seeks to study this particular
limit.

The simple stabilization picture suggested by Eq.~1!
could be further complicated by several features in an actual
device: mode amplitude and phase detection especially in the
presence of rotation, relative phasing of the rf induced cur-
rent that determines the sign ofD rf8 , and the finite time re-
sponse of the rf induced current. With the exception of rota-
tion effects, these effects are mainly relevant for active
stabilization schemes where the rf induced current is effec-
tively turned on and off relative to some position of the is-
land O-point. ~Reference 24 contains a discussion of feed-
back control issues in a slightly different context but is
relevant to active stabilization schemes.! The simulations
presented here will have this character in that the auxiliary
current is statically phased to the islandO-point. These re-
sults will then be extended through a simple island evolution
equation to the experimentally successful passive stabiliza-
tion scheme,22 in which the rf is always on at the offending
resonant surface, but mode rotation causes the induced cur-
rent to alternate between stabilizing and destabilizing contri-
butions subject to the limiting effects at small island width.

To facilitate this discussion, the model equations as
implemented in the NIMROD code are presented in Sec. II
along with a model of the auxiliary current. In Sec. III, initial
value simulations which study the stabilization of a standard
resistive (D8) instability are presented and interpreted in
terms of an island evolution equation. The island evolution
equation is then extended to include rotation effects. Conclu-
sions are discussed in Sec. IV.

II. MODEL

The NIMROD25 code is a nonlinear, initial value code
that solves solves the full-MHD equations. The zero-b MHD
equations considered here consist of the single fluid momen-
tum equation

r
]vW
]t

1rvW •“vW 5JW3BW 2n“2vW , ~2!

and the combination of Faraday’s law and Ohm’s law,

]BW

]t
52“3$2vW 3BW 1hJW1h rfJrf“z%, ~3!

wherevW is the single fluid velocity,BW is the magnetic field,
m0JW5“3BW is the plasma current,n is the kinematic viscos-
ity, h is the plasma resistivity,h rf is the effective resistivity
associated with the rf term,Jrf is an rf induced current source
that has a separate evolution equation discussed in the fol-
lowing paragraph,r is plasma density, andt is time. All units
follow the convention of the NIMROD code which is in SI
units.

The slab geometry of the simulations is periodic in the
y-direction and bounded by conducting walls atx50 andx
51 ~m! ~see Fig. 1!. A Fourier expansion is used in the
periodic z direction and cubic, finite elements in the other
two directions. This slab geometry and the equilibrium mag-
netic fields and current profiles illustrated in Fig. 2 were
previously used in a study of the resistive wall mode.26 A
kz50 resonant condition is present atX50.5 that allows for
the formation of a magnetic island. A self-consistent island,
in the absence of the rf term is allowed to evolve and is used
as an initial condition in this stabilization study. This initial
island is illustrated by the magnetic-field line trace of Fig. 1.
The island width is defined as the largest radial extant of the
field-line traces that pass through the islandX point. The
initial condition has an island width of 0.312~m!. Uniform
resistivity, viscosity, and density profiles are chosen with

FIG. 1. Slab geometry has a width of 1~m!, height of 5~m!, and a periodic
length of 2p. Also illustrated are stream traces of the magnetic field illus-
trating the initial island width for the simulation. A finite element mesh of
mx580 by my580 with a polynomial degree of three has been used.

FIG. 2. The equilibrium field has aBz5100(T) and aBy which leads to a
kz50 resonance condition. The current profile is peaked about the resonant
surface.
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h/m05103, n/m05104, andn50.951 75(1019) such thatS
55(105) and Pr510. The NIMROD code has successfully
run the MHD portion of the instability nonlinearly withS
55(107) with little difficulty. The simulations with the aux-
iliary current, except for a few select cases run at higherS
that are not presented here, are all conducted atS55(105).
The principal advantage is the shorter compute time of the
nonlinear simulations allows a broader parameter scan.

A simplified current drive model forJrf can be derived
based on a separation between fast and thermal electron spe-
cies. Such an equation forJrf can be developed by consider-
ing the parallel velocity moment of the electron kinetic
equation,27,28

] f

]t
1

v i

B
BW •“ f 2

e

m
Ei

] f

]v i
5C~ f !1

]

]vW
•DWW rf•

] f

]vW

1x'“
2f , ~4!

whereEi is the parallel projection of the electric field,C( f )
is a standard collision operator,D rf is a velocity-dependent
diffusion operator that accounts for the effects of the rf on
the particle distribution, andx' is a diffusion operator that
effectively describes anomalous transport from micro-
turbulence. If the parallel velocity moment of this equation is
computed, then

]Jrf
z

]t
5

e

meB
BW •“Pf2n rfJrf

z 2Srf1x'“
2Jrf

z 1Einf

e2

me
,

~5!

where nrf5*d3v f , is the fast particle density and is pre-
sumed to be small;Jrf52enrf*d3vv i f is the rf current den-
sity where either the ions are assumed to be fixed or the
electrons are sufficiently energetic that the ion velocity may
be neglected;Pf5me*d3v v iv i f is the fast particle pressure
and a closure of the formBW /B•“Pf5me /ex iBW •“(BW

•“Jrf
z /B2) is assumed.22 The velocity integral over the rf

diffusive operator and the collision operator have been re-
placed with 2n rfJrf

z 2Srf , where Srf is a specified source
distribution12 that could include the effects of collisional
slowing of the fast electron population. This effect will be
ignored. Furthermore, the termEinrf is dropped on the basis
that the perturbation to the total density is small. As ex-
plained in Ref. 12, this term can be important when model-
ing the finite time response of rf generated currents. This
assumption does not suggest the instantaneous generation of
current in the Ohm’s law. The equation forJrf is imple-
mented as follows:

]Jrf

]t
5x'“

2Jrf1x iBW •“S BW •“Jrf

B2 D 2Srf . ~6!

In the simulations that follow, the source term for this
auxiliary current equation is spatially localized in the finite
element plane as a square box that has widthdx , heightdy ,
is centered at (X0 ,Y0), and uniform magnitudeSrf . The per-
pendicular diffusion is set tox'5103(m2 s21), which effec-
tively puts the diffusion of the current sourceJrf on a faster
evolution timescale than the island dynamics. The parallel

diffusion has typically been set tox i51011(m2 s21), but this
study does consider a range of values between 108(m2 s21)
and 1012(m2 s21).

III. RESULTS

A recognized feature of the stabilization process for the
tearing mode is that a given current source that is localized
exclusively inside the island separatrix can be stabilizing
with the appropriate sign. The most efficient stabilization is a
delta function source located exactly at the islandO-point.
The same current source localized outside the island separa-
trix is destabilizing, though not as strongly.11 This effect is
important for the passive stabilization scheme since in the
presence of rotation, the localized auxiliary current drive can
still provide net stabilization. This premise is tested in Fig. 3
with a source of finite size (dx ,dy50.3) of fixed magnitude
Srf50.3333(1013) that is centered at several positions be-
tween the islandO-point atX050.5 and the initial separatrix
across theO-point with X50.66. The optimum stabilization
is seen for the centering at theO-point.

In Fig. 4, the time evolution of the island width for five

FIG. 3. An increase in the source offset reduces the stabilization effect of
the rf induced current and the ultimate saturation width of the island. The
source specifications aredx50.3, dy51.0, Srf50.3333(1013), x'

5103 m2 s21 andx i51011 m2 s21. Here,S55(105) and Prm510.

FIG. 4. The initial decay of the island width is weakly sensitive to the
current channel width due to the fact thatdXSrf is held constant, which
optimizes the magnitude of the current at theO-point. The minimum island
width is insensitive to the current channel width because of source diffusion
effects. The source specifications aredy51.0, dxSrf51.00(1012), x'

5103 m2 s21 andx i51011 m2 s21. Here,S55(105) and Prm510.
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current channel widths is presented. The total driven current
between each channel width is kept approximately constant
by holding the product of the source magnitude and current
channel width constantdJSrf5constant. A typical experi-
ment usually has little flexibility in this regard since both are
limited by initial construction details. As the magnitude of
the current ramps up linearly throughout the evolution, the
current perturbation is initially insufficient in magnitude to
stabilize the tearing mode even though the current channel is
smaller than the island width. Once the current reaches suf-
ficient magnitude, stabilization begins which leads to a con-
traction of the island size. Once the island reaches a suffi-
ciently small size either the island saturates or the island
transitions back to instability. Whether the instability satu-
rates or reverts back to instability is sensitive to what mecha-
nism sets the minimum island width: the current channel
width or an anisotropic diffusion width. The actual cause of
the abrupt change is the result of a phase shifted island being
driven by the rf current. Recall that the driven current per-
turbation is opposite in sign to the current perturbation asso-
ciated with the tearing mode. An example of this phase
shifted island and the generation of a secondaryX-point in-
side the original island’sO-point is illustrated in Fig. 5.
When this phase shifted island is smaller than the original
island contraction is observed, but once the phase shifted
island is larger, then both the driven current perturbation and
the tearing mode current perturbation have the same sign.
This gives an additional increase to what would be the nor-
mal growth rate of the tearing mode that can be identified
both by switching the sign ofD rf8 in Eq. ~1! or by noting the
increase in slope at the transition point associated with the
curves of Fig. 4. One possible recourse to this phase problem
is to rotate the islandX- and O-points past the rf source,
which is a typical operating scenario for tokamaks that often
have significant beam driven rotation. This will be discussed
at the end of this chapter in terms of a modified island evo-
lution equation.

In Fig. 6, the saturated or minimum island widths are
presented for three power levels as functions of the current
channel half-width. The current channel half-width is moti-
vated on the physical grounds that this approximately marks
the point where half the current generated would be outside

the separatrix of the minimum island width. The minimum
island width is observed to have a weak dependency on the
current channel width in this particular figure. The weak de-
pendency is because this set of simulations are limited not by
the current channel, but by the anisotropic diffusion scale
length, Wd . The anisotropic diffusion scale length is esti-
mated based on balancing transit times across the island half-
width for cross-field diffusion, t'5(Wd/2)2/x' , with
parallel-diffusion,t i51/ki

2x i , where the parallel wave num-
ber is given byki.0.5kyWd /B0

Z(dB0
y/dx). The equilibrium

investigated here hasWd519.8(x' /x i)1/4. When an island
is on the order of this width, diffusion processes are unaf-
fected by the helical structure of the island and in this case
the rf driven current no longer takes on a helical current
perturbation necessary for stabilization and so only indirectly
and weakly affects the stability of the tearing mode by add-
ing to the equilibrium current. This affect is further discussed
in the following paragraph. The magnitude of the driven cur-
rent does play a role in determining whether the minimum
island width saturates or whether the width approaches satu-
ration but then transitions to the alternately phased unstable
island. The island widths along the lowest power curve in
Fig. 6 all saturate and the oppositely phased island never
manifests but the higher power curves especially at the nar-
rowest current channels are prone to this problem. The ob-
servation is made that for a sufficiently strong current source,
the minimum island width is principally limited toWd and
when the island is driven to this width the phase instability
becomes important.

To identify further that the anisotropic thermal diffusion
length scale sets a limit on the minimum width, a scan versus
Wd is presented in Fig. 7. In this figure, the current channel
is held fixed while the magnitude of the parallel diffusion
coefficient is varied. In particular, the observation is made
that

Wmin5 H Wd ;dJ/2,Wd ,
dJ/2;dJ/2.Wd . ~7!

FIG. 5. The rf induced current at the initial island’sO-point causes the
formation of anX-point inside the island. This is an oppositely phased island
that can eventually grow larger than the initial island and the configuration
returns to instability.

FIG. 6. The minimum island widthWmin is limited by the anisotropic dif-
fusion widthWd for a sufficiently strong current source. The source speci-
fications are dy51.0, x'5103 m2 s21, and x i51011 m2 s21. Here, S
55(105) and Prm510.
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When Wd is less than half the current channel width, the
minimum island width is determined by half the current
channel width, otherwise it is set byWd . This observation
can be incorporated into a simple formula forD rf8 that can be
used in a standard island evolution equation and is motivated
by the island evolution equation in Ref. 11. The result is

D rf85D rfS 12
~Wd

21dJ
2/4!

W2 D , ~8!

whereD rf is a constant coefficient proportional to the rf cur-
rent source that is sufficiently large to stabilize the initial
island width. For an island width that is initially much larger
than either the current channel or the anisotropic diffusion
width this requires thatD rf.D8. The saturated island then
scales as

Wsat
2 5

~Wd
210.25dJ

2!

12
D8

D rf

. ~9!

Even if the current source is allowed to become largeD rf

→`, the maximum stabilized island width is at bestWsat
2

5(Wd
210.25dJ

2).
One feature that is missing from this simple model, but

which appears in the simulation, is the phase instability that
occurs when the island width becomes sufficiently small and
the island slips in phase slightly so that theX-point aligns
with the peak of the auxiliary current. This effectively causes
the sign ofD rf to change and become destabilizing. The pas-
sive stabilization scheme suggests that if the island is not
allowed to lock to the peak of the auxiliary current but in-
stead rotates continuously past the peak, then net stabiliza-
tion is possible. To provide a cursory exploration of this pas-
sive stabilization scheme, a simplified island evolution
equation is proposed, that is given by

m0

h

dW

dt
5D81D rf8~ f 2a~12 f !!, ~10!

wherea represents the decrease in efficiency for a current
source located at theX-point relative to theO-point, andf
50.510.5 cos(Vt) is a factor that accounts for island rota-
tion past the auxiliary source. A phase has been chosen that

reverts to the original island equation with zero rotation. One
of the caveats of this approximation is that the temporal dy-
namics of the finite diffusion effects may be over-simplified
with respect to choosing a single coefficienta. The choice of
a is based on the observation that the same current localized
at theX-point causes somewhat less than a factor 2 increase
in growth rate in the static case. Figure 8 illustrates that in
the presence of rotation and for ana50.7 andWd

21d j
2/4

50.1, at least a factor of 4 increase in auxiliary current rela-
tive to the case phased exactly at theO-point is required to
cause stabilization. Furthermore, the island width oscillates
between two amplitudes that coalesce towards one value as
the rotation rate increases. The minimum island width does
not fall below the level that has been chosen forWd

21d j
2/4.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Numerical simulations of the stabilization of a resistive
tearing mode by rf-induced current indicate that stabilization
of the island is possible only down to a minimum island
width, Wmin . Optimum stabilization is observed when the
initial current source is localized at the islandO-point. When
the source offset is small relative to the island width, the
effect of a misaligned current source is small. However, as
the island width decreases during stabilization and becomes
on the order of the source offset the effect of poor localiza-
tion is expected to become dominant. A source offset on the
order of half the minimum island width is nominally required
to effectively lead to stabilization that is not limited by poor
localization of the current source. For optimal localization
and for a sufficiently strong rf driven current, the minimum
island width is principally a function of the current channel
half-width dJ/2 and the anisotropic current diffusion width
Wd . The minimum saturated island width is limited to the
larger of these two quantities or more accuratelyWsat

2 5(Wd
2

10.25dJ
2).

One of the motivations for these simulations was the
prospect of stabilizing the neoclassical tearing mode ob-
served in the experiment and expected to be problematic in
fusion devices. If the nonlinear threshold for the neoclassical
tearing mode is set by the anisotropic thermal diffusion

FIG. 7. The minimum island widthWmin is determined by the current chan-
nel widthd j and the thermal diffusion widthWd . The numbers beside each
data point is the magnitude ofx i /x' such thatWd519.8(x i /x')0.25. Here,
Wmin.dj whend j.Wd andWmin.Wd whend j,Wd .

FIG. 8. Fast rotation in the presence of the auxiliary current leads to a
stabilized island width comparable to static stabilization localized at the
islandO-point. Here, the results are based on an island evolution equation
with a50.7 andd j

21Wd
250.1.
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mechanism, the ability to drive an island smaller than this
width is impossible and near continuous stabilization of the
mode would be required rather than stabilization only when
the mode appears. This impossibility is predicated on the
notion that the parallel and perpendicular diffusion coeffi-
cients for the electron temperature~which drives the neoclas-
sical tearing mode through the bootstrap current! are the
same or larger than the same diffusion coefficients for the
fast electrons~which are associated with the rf induced cur-
rent.! However, the difference would require many orders of
magnitude sinceWd}(x' /x i)0.25 and this is unlikely. The
anisotropic diffusion threshold is not the only nonlinear
threshold mechanism associated with the neoclassical tearing
mode, turbulence/magnetic stochasticity and also the neo-
classical enhancement of the polarization current may set the
limit. If the nonlinear threshold is set by magnetic stochas-
ticity, the expectation from these results based on transport
arguments is that the stabilization process would be similarly
limited by the stochasticity. However, the larger nonlinear
threshold associated with neoclassical enhancement of the
polarization current, suggests such stabilization may be more
tractable.
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